NEKTON®-Cat-V

A Vitamin Supplement Enriched with Arginine and Taurine
For Cats
NEKTON-CAT-V is a pet food supplement for cats. It contains
the entire range of vitamins a cat's organism needs in times of
duress in a well balanced formula. In addition the essential
amino acids Arginine and Taurine have been added to cover a
cat's special nutritional needs.
Cats have unique nutrient requirements that can only be obtained
through eating animal flesh, but meat alone does not contain
the right balance of minerals or all the vitamins the animal needs.
In their natural surroundings cats cover these needs by eating
their prey completely including organs and contents of he
stomach. The canned, dry or semi-moist cat food given to
domestic cats or even your own "home-made" diet can only
approximate a cat's natural diet unless it is complemented by
the correct nutrients. It has been proved that commercial cat
foods as well as most pet owners' "formulas" more or less lack
certain essential ingredients cats need to stay healthy. The diet
has to be completed, therefore, by adding supplements. This is
particularly important in times of stress. During shows, transport,
acclimation, gestation, lactation, illness and medical treatment
a cat's health becomes increasingly dependent on a complete
supply of all the valuable nutrients it needs.
NEKTON-CAT-V's formula has been developed with just such
situations in mind. The high proportion of vitamins ensures
coverage of the increased requirements and supports smooth
functioning of the metabolic processes.
Never make the mistake of thinking you can give your cat dog
food. There are a number of differences in the nutrient
requirements of dogs and cats. Dogs eat both animal and plant
foods but cats are carnivores = animal eaters. The main
differences lie in the protein and vitamin metabolisms, and in
addition cats cannot synthesise all the components they need
to stay healthy. These factors have all been taken into account
in NEKTON-CAT-V and are the reason the formula particularly
includes the vitamins A, B1 and folic acid as well as the essential
amino acids arginine and taurine. Furthermore, thiamine (vitamin
B1), the most important water-soluble for cats, often loses its
effectiveness when the food is not prepared correctly or the
ingredients have been stored for too long; another reason for
adding it to the diet.
A deficiency of these nutrients can lead to symptoms resembling
poisoning, causing the true cause, malnutrition, to be overlooked.
A deficiency in vitamin A or folic acid can lead to reduced fertility
or development disorders in embryos and kittens. Deficiencies
in the indispensable amino acids arginine and taurine can result
in salivation, vomiting, muscle tremors, nervous disorders and
eye defects which may even end in blindness.
Used daily or as remedial treatment NEKTON-CAT-V can
supplement nutrients and cover requirements in the
diet,
improve condition,
strengthen the body's resistance,and
maintain good health in periods of physical stress.

Usage and Dosage
As a powder supplement NEKTON-CAT-V can be easily mixed
with the cat's food and its taste adds to the palatability. NEKTONCAT-V should be added daily to the food or at certain intervals
as remedial treatment.

Using the enclosed measuring spoon add for:
Adult cats
Kittens/lactating and pregnant cats
day
Older cats
day and 2 spoonfuls every day

1 spoonful per day
2 spoonfuls per
1 spoonful one

Keep strictly to these doses.
Please note
Because of this supplement’s higher content of vitamin D than
in a complete feed, it may only be added to 6% of a cat’s daily
ration.

INGREDIENTS: See label.

IMPORTANT
Keep NEKTON-CAT-V in a cool, dark and dry place. In an
unopened jar and correctly stored, the vitamins in NEKTONCAT-V remain effective until the date of expiry given on the extra
label at the least.

NEKTON-CAT-V is available in various sizes.

Other products in the NEKTON-CAT series
NEKTON-CAT-M is a highly valuable combination of minerals,
trace elements and numerous vitamins and complemented by
the essential amino acids arginine and taurine. It is formulated
to cover a cat's basic requirements in nutrients and should be
given daily.
NEKTON-CAT-H is a supplement containing all the essential
vitamins and mineral elements plus a high proportion of biotin
to counteract deficiency defects of the skin and fur.
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In other words, NEKTON-CAT-V supports and promotes your
cat's health.
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